Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, many advances have been made both in characterization and device modeling for simulation. Those advances had imply the use of time domain analysis even in characterization. So, Microwave Transient Analyzer or LSNA are commonly used in order to analyze a nonlinear device presenting RF fundamental and harmonics frequencies. Concerning the characterization of device for communication where the fundamental is modulated with an large bandwidth arbitrary signal and the harmonics are not considered, those instruments imply some limitations (the frequency bandwidth). A measurement setup was presented in [1] . This bench was well suited for system level simulation and modeling, but assumed that the device under test will be used in a fifty ohms environment. This paper presents an enhancement of this setup and allow vectorial measurement around the RF fundamental : the four waves a1, b1, a2 and b2 can be extracted simultaneously and independently in a large bandwidth.
II. MEASUREMENT SET-UP DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the measurement setup in given figure 1 (L-S band). The bench includes an emitter part and a 4 channels receiver part.
The emitter part generates a FI modulated signal with an arbitrary waveform generator (12 bits -250 MS/s) and transpose it to L or S band with an IQ modulator. Spurious frequencies at the reference plane vanish by the use of a local oscillator rejection loop and a band pass filter. A linear amplifier and a step attenuator fit the power range at the reference plane.
The receiver part measures simultaneously the IF image of the 4 waves (a1 b1 a2 and b2) located at the reference plane.
The frequency translation is done with four mixer. The use of four step attenuator optimize the linearity of the mixers and the dynamic of the final detector : a four channel sampling oscilloscope.
A tuner has been added to this original setup in order to extract nonlinear S parameters [8] [9] of a band S amplifier.
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Step Attenuators First of all, we carry out a vectorial relative calibration of a four channel system as explained in [2] . An eight error term model is sufficient because of our system measure simultaneously the four waves. Therefore we can apply 12 terms-SOLT method [3] or a least-square 8 terms SOLT method for connectorized device. LRM [2] , LRRM [4] , or TRL [5] The second step of the measurement-setup calibration is the absolute calibration. If we calibrate the system according to a 12 error terms model [3] , we have to find out the value of e10 in forward mode. The standard to get is a calibrated powermeter. A comparison between the powermeter value and the measurement-setup value of the incident power leads us to 10 e as described in [2] . The wave formalism used in this paper is defined as follow :
. Concerning the phase calibration, one assumes that the time group delay of one mixer (the phase reference one) remains constant in the measurement bandwidth. This bandwidth is small compared to the local oscillator frequency.
The presented measurement setup enables full envelope characterization of nonlinear devices at L and S band. Nevertheless, characterization at higher frequencies remains possible by the add of a second frequency translating stage as depicted in [7] for NPR measurements.
IV. MESUREMENTS OF THE NON LINEAR S PARAMETERS
The setup was used to extract the scattering functions from a 2 stages HFET SSPA. The nonlinear scattering functions formalism, introduced by Verspecht [8] , is limited here to the fundamental frequency but is extended to the accounting of high frequency memory effects as explained in [9] . Those nonlinear scattering parameters are defined as following : 
Each scattering parameter is a function of the incident wave's magnitude and frequency.
If the measured waves are phase normalized with the phase of and one assume there is no low frequency memory effect in the device under test, one can simplify the relation (2) . Therefore the parameters and have least impact on the high frequency behaviors of the device and thus can be neglected in our context. It leads us to relation (3 
As explained in [9] , the pragmatic formalism (3) has been inspired by the Volterra theory. The basic idea was to expand the general laws governing a two port element using the dynamic Volterra series expansion. Considering a realistic use of an amplifier in terms of output impedance matching (practically, a bounded region around the nominal impedance defined by an reflection coefficient of about 0.3), the amplifier behaves linearly as to 2 a and * 2 a . For this reason, the Volterra expansion has been limited to the first order enabling both an accurate extraction of the [S] parameters using measurement setup and an efficient numerical implementation.
The set of 6 unknown scattering parameters are extracted from CW measurements. The incident wave is swept in power (low level to the DUT 3dB compression gain) and frequency (40 Mhz around the center frequency : 1.6GHz). 
V. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VOLTERRA MODEL
In order to be exploitable in a somewhat simulation environment, the formulation of the bilateral Volterra model (2) must be written in a more convenient shape. As in [10] , the idea is to project the mapping of discrete points describing the parameters ( ) ij 1 S a ,Ω in a sub-space of continuous basic functions.
As it is often referenced in the literature [11] , we have chosen to expand ( ) ij 1 S a ,Ω according to the incident power wave using monomials as basic functions. Doing that, we obtain : Using such a expansion, the contribution of each S parameter can be depicted as shown on figure 9 .
This equivalent network is thus well adapted for the usual circuit / system level simulation environment. This mesurement tool can fully characterize fifty ohms matched ampliers in order to integrate system level envelope model in simulators. Nevertheless mismatche conditions are enabled both for testing and modelling of RF devices.
Then, a scattering parameter approach, taking into account nonlinearities within high frequency memory effect have been presented. Those measured non linear scattering parameters has been shown and used to build a model taking into account the output mismatch impedance.
